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Abstract: Dynamic web page technology has become part of the development of the
Internet. Most web applications have critical bugs (faults) affecting their security, which
makes them vulnerable to attacks by hackers and organized crime. To prevent these security
problems from occurring it is of utmost importance to understand the typical software
faults. The most widely spread and critical web application vulnerabilities are SQL Injection
and XSS. The source code of security patches of widely used web applications written in
weak and strong typed languages. Many programming languages are currently used to
develop web applications. Ranging from proprietary languages (e.g., C#, VB) to open source
languages (e.g., PHP, CGI, Perl, Java), the spectrum of languages available for web
development is immense.
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INTRODUCTION
This Special Topic contributes to fill the gap of source code defects generating major web
application. The goal is to understand the typical software faults that are behind the majority of
web application vulnerabilities, taking into account different programming languages. To
understand the relevance of these kinds of vulnerabilities for the attackers.
Regarding the programming language perspective, we considered some of the most relevant in
the context of web applications. First, we focused on the most widely used weak typed
language, PHP. Then, we analyzed strong typed languages, namely Java, C#, and VB.As shown in
figure [1] for web application architecture.

Fig 1: Web Application Architecture
1.1 Vulnerability and Programming Language:
Many programming languages are currently used to develop web applications. Ranging from
proprietary languages (e.g., C#, VB) to open source languages (e.g., PHP, CGI, Perl, Java), the
spectrum of languages available for web development is immense. Programming languages can
be classified using taxonomies, such as the programming paradigm, the type system, the
execution mode, and so on.
Related Works
One of the aspects that contribute to security problems seems to be related to how bad
different programming languages are in terms of propensity for mistakes. Jose´ Fonseca [1]
common security problems related to the easiness in programming with PHP and its features,
but this affects many other programming languages. One of the best practices to find software
faults is to perform a static analysis to the code [2]. This is a labor intensive job, usually done
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with automated tools, although they lack the precision of the manual counterpart. To improve
them and to help predict software failures, a new defect classification scheme was proposed
[2].
To improve software quality, developers need a deeper knowledge about the software faults
that must be mitigated. The underlying idea is that knowing the root cause of software defects
helps removing their source, therefore contributing to the quality improvement [3].
Researchers at IBM developed a classification scheme of software faults, intended to improve
the software design process and, consequently, reduce the number of faults [4], [5].
Orthogonal Defect Classification - A technology for software process measurement and
analysis, providing a standard of unique, non-redundant attribute definitions for defect
classification as well as analysis metrics and procedures for process evaluations.
Web application attacks
Web application-level attacks refer to the vulnerabilities inherent in the code of a Web
Application itself, regardless of the technology in which it is implemented or the security of the
Web server/back end database on which it is built. Attacks against Web-based mail are also
included in this category. The origin of these vulnerabilities may be errors in HTML forms,
client-side scripts, server-side scripts (.asp, .jsp, .php, .pl, etc.), business logic objects (COM,
COM+, CORBA, etc.), SQL sentences processing, etc.
3.1 Vulnerability
In order to reach the desired result, an attacker must take advantage of a computer or network
vulnerability. A vulnerability is a weakness in a system allowing unauthorized action. We define
the following vulnerabilities in Web applications.
Code injection
Code injection vulnerabilities allow for injecting arbitrary user-chosen code into a page. These
vulnerabilities arise from none existent or poorly designed input validation routines on the
server-side. The main categories of code injection are:
• Script injection:
The attack involves Web servers that dynamically generate HTML pages. If these servers embed
browser input in the dynamic pages that they send back to the browser, these servers can be
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manipulated to include content in the dynamic pages that will allow malicious scripts to be
executed.
•

SQL injection:

An attacker creates or alters existing SQL commands to gain access to unintended data or even
the ability to execute system level commands on the host. See for example.
• XPath injection: XPath is a language for addressing parts of an XML document. An attacker
can modify search strings to access unauthorized data in XML documents.
Canonicalization
Canonicalization vulnerabilities occurs when an application makes a security decision based on
a name (a filename, a folder name, a Web address), without having in mind the fact that the
name may be expressed in more than one way. The most common way of exploiting
canonicalization issues is in the form of path traversal attacks, which allow a malicious user to
execute commands or view data outside of the intended target path.
OpenWeb Application Security and Detection Methods
According to OWASD (Open Web Application Security and Detection)[8], the most efficient way
of finding security vulnerabilities in web applications is manual code review. This technique is
very time-consuming, requires expert skills, and is prone to overlooked errors. Therefore,
security society actively develops automated approaches to finding security vulnerabilities.
These approaches can be divided into two wide categories:
Black-box testing
White-box testing
The second approach is based on web application analysis from the server side, with
assumption that source code of the application is available. In this case dynamic or static
analysis techniques can be applied. A comprehensive survey of these techniques was made by
Vigna et al. According to this survey several statements could be made:
• The most common model of input validation vulnerabilities is the Tainted Mode model [3].
This model was implemented both by means of static [7, 9, 15] or dynamic analysis [3-6].
• Another approach to model input validation vulnerabilities is to model syntactic structure for
sensitive operations arguments. The idea behind this is that the web application is susceptible
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to an injection attack, if syntactic structure for sensitive operation arguments depends on the
user input. This approach was implemented by means of string analysis in static [16, 17] and it
was applied to detect SQLI [19] and XSS [18] vulnerabilities in PHP. After all, this approach was
implemented to detect injection attacks at runtime.
• One of the main drawbacks of static analysis in general is its susceptibility to false positives
caused by inevitable analysis imprecisions. This is made worse by dynamic nature of scripting
languages. However, static analysis techniques normally perform conservative analysis that
considers every possible control path.
• One of the contrary, one of the main drawbacks of dynamic analysis is that it is performed on
executed paths and does not give any guarantee about paths not covered during a given
execution. However, dynamic analysis having access to internals of web application execution
process has the potential of being more precise.
The contributions of this paper are the following:
• We improve classical Tainted Mode model so that inter-module data flows could be checked.
• We introduce a new approach to automatic penetration testing by leveraging it with
information obtained from dynamic analysis. Thus more accuracy and precision is achieved due
to widened scope of web application view (database scheme and contents, intra-module data
flows).Input validation routines can be tested for correctness
Components Based Comparison of programming language practices.
Components
Memory
management

PHP
Default using GC(by PHP
5.3)
or Manual(by extension
API)
Used in Client Side
Scripting Language.

Error
Detection
Method-Black
Box Testing
White
Box Used in Server side
Testing
scripting language
Algorithms
FGK
algorithm(Faller
Gallager Knuth) or the
Vitter algorithm

C#
Yes, provided by the
CLR

Static/Manual
Handling

JAVA
Garbage collection,
provided by the JVM

Error Yes

Dynamic Error Handling

Yes/More Accurate.

Clustering Algorithms

Clustering Algorithms
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Huffman Coding, Data Pattern Recognition
Compression
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CONCLUSION
According to our findings, weak typed are the preferred targets for the development of
exploits. We also observed that a single fault type was responsible for most of the security
problems analyzed. We saw that the fault types responsible for XSS and SQLi belong to a
narrow list, which points a path to the improvement of web applications, namely in the context
of code inspections and analysis. This study showed that the way programmers fix
vulnerabilities seems to have a degree of dependence with the type of language used.
However, the number of vulnerabilities analyzed in our and other studies show that the use of a
specific language is not guarantee of success in preventing vulnerabilities. This is likely to
continue and lead to the growth in managed security services as companies look to bring in
specialists to augment their overextended teams. Ultimately this will lead to better protection
for web, cloud and mobile applications.
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